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Abstract. We present new single-dish (30-m) observations and an improved analysis of our earlier interferometric observations
(Simon et al. 2000) of BP Tau?. Our analysis yields a detailed description of the properties of the circumstellar disk. The disk
is small (outer radius 120 AU) and marginally optically thick in the12COJ = 2→1 line. It is also relatively hot, about 50 K at
100 AU. The mm continuum emission is consistent with a thermal emission from circumstellar dust with an emissivity index
β ' 0.7, and a disk mass about 1.2 × 10−3 M�. The anomalously low12CO to dust emission ratio implies that either CO is
depleted by a factor of the order of 150 with respect to H2, or has a very low gas to dust ratio, or highly anomalous dust
properties. The disk exhibits direct evidence of Keplerian rotation, but because of a combination of insufficient resolution and
optically thin CO emission, the mass derived for the star remains inaccurate (between 0.6 and 1.3 M� for 140 pc). The unusual
properties of the circumstellar disk suggest that BP Tau may be a transient object in the process of clearing its disk.
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1. Introduction

CO line observations of low-mass Pre-Main-Sequence (PMS)
stars in Taurus-Auriga (∼140 pc, Kenyon et al. 1994) pro-
vide strong evidence that many of them are surrounded by
large (Rout ∼ 200−800 AU) Keplerian disks (GM Aur: Koerner
et al. 1993; GG Tau: Dutrey et al. 1994; MWC 480: Mannings
et al. 1997). On the other hand, recent submillimeter, NIR
and optical observations of nearby young stars that have al-
ready reached the Zero-Age-Main-Sequence (ZAMS) reveal
that stars such asβ Pic are surrounded by optically thin dust
disks (β Pic: Mouillet et al. 1997; Vega: Holland et al. 1998,
HR 4796: Schneider et al. 1999). These disks, unlike the ones
surrounding T Tauri stars, do not contain a significant amount
of gas (Lagrange et al. 1995) and dust (Chini et al. 1991).
They are thought to be second generation disks, associated with
young stars that have already dissipated the gas and dust sur-
viving from the parent molecular cloud, possibly to form plan-
ets. In these “debris disks”, the dust is believed to come from
the collision of larger bodies while most of the gas would be
released from falling and evaporating bodies (FEB) similar to
comets,e.g.βPic (Vidal-Madjar et al. 1998). Astronomers have
not been successful in identifying stars that are dissipating their
primary gas and dust disks in transition between having
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primary and secondary disks. T Tauri stars older than 107 years
(usually Weak-line T Tauri stars and Naked T Tauri stars) do
not present mm emission in either CO or in the submillimeter
continuum (Osterloh & Beckwith 1995; Duvert et al. 2000).

BP Tau is a prominent “classic” T Tauri (CTT) star (e.g.
Herbig & Bell 1988). It experiences high mass accretionṀ ∼
3×10−8 M� yr−1 from its circumstellar disk, which produces its
strong excess emission in the ultraviolet, visible, and near in-
frared (Gullbring et al. 1998, 2000). It is very young; Gullbring
et al.(1998) estimate 6× 105 yr for its age. Yet, despite these
strong CTT characteristics, we found that its12CO J = 2→1
line emission is unexpectedly weak, apparently because it is
optically thin (Simon et al. 2000, hereafter SDG). Realizing
that BP Tau could represent an object that is dissipating its disk
at a very young age, we undertook further analysis of our mil-
limeter wave observations of this star. We obtained new single-
dish CO observations. Using improved phase calibration tech-
niques, we carried out a recalibration of our 1998-99 data and
also were able to add data originally unusable. Our new anal-
ysis enables us to derive properties of BP Tau’s circumstellar
disk. We report our results here.

2. Observations

2.1. PdBI data

The observations used 5 antennas and were carried out in
winter 1998/1999 in D, C2 and B1 configurations. Baselines
up to 300 m provided 1.05 × 0.90′′ resolution at PA 37◦ for
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Fig. 1.Channel maps of the BP Tau12COJ = 2→1 emission, at 0.8 km s−1 resolution, with the LSR velocity (in km s−1) indicated in the upper
left corner of each panel. The continuum emission has been subtracted. Contour levels are in steps of 25 mJy/beam, or 0.61 K (approximately
2 σ), with the zero level omitted. The cross indicates the orientation of the disk.

the 1.3 mm continuum data. The total on source integration
time is ∼20 hours. We observed simultaneously at 89.2 GHz
(HCO+ J = 1→0) and 230.5 GHz (12COJ = 2→1). At 1.3 mm,
the tuning was double-side-band (DSB) while at 3.4 mm, the
tuning was purely single-side band (LSB). The backend was
a correlator with one band of 10 MHz (spectral resolution
0.23 km s−1) centered on the HCO+ J = 1→0 line, one band
of 20 MHz (0.18 km s−1 resolution) centered on the12CO J =
2→1 line, and 2 bands of 160 MHz for the 1.3 mm and 3.4 mm
continuum, respectively. The phase and flux calibrators were
0415+379 and 0528+134. The rms phase noise was 8◦ to 25◦
and 15◦ to 50◦ at 3.4 mm and 1.3 mm, respectively, which intro-
duced position errors of<0.1′′. The estimated seeing is about
0.3′′.

Between 1999 and 2000, we improved at IRAM the method
to calibrate the 1.3 mm data (details can be found in the man-
uals given athttp://iram.fr/PDBI/bure.html). The long
baseline observations were re-calibrated accordingly, and some
data originally unusable were added. Because the disk is so
small, small phase calibration errors and/or seeing effects can
results in systematic effects making the disk appear more face-
on. Amplitude errors can also have a similar effect. These ef-
fects are partially removed by the new calibration process.

We used the GILDAS software package to reduce the data.
Images were produced in natural weighting of the visibilities
for both the continuum and line maps.

We detected the COJ = 2→1 line emission and 1.3 mm
and 3.4 mm continuum emission in BP Tau. Figure 1 presents
channel maps of the COJ = 2→1, with the velocity gradient
map. Compared to SDG, the figure appears qualitatively sim-
ilar. Figure 2 shows a comparison of the integrated COJ =
2→1 map and the 1.3 mm map. Continuum emission was sub-
tracted to produce the CO maps presented in Figs. 1, 2 and the
integrated flux given in Table 1. Flux density measurements
and formal deconvolved Gaussian source sizes are given in
Table 1 for the dust and CO disks. The12CO emission is re-
solved while the 1.3 mm continuum appears only marginally
resolved.

Table 1.Apparent sizes derived from PdBI data.

Observations Flux GaussianFWHM

(mJy) (′′)
3.4 mm 4.2± 0.2 0.6± 0.2
1.3 mm 47.3± 0.7 0.42± 0.02

(Jy km s−1) (′′)
12CO J = 2−1 1.07± 0.06 0.87± 0.06

Fig. 2. Integrated12COJ = 2→1 emission and 1.3 mm continuum
emission towards BP Tau. Left: Integrated12COJ = 2→1 emission;
contour step is 60 mJy km s−1/beam. Right: 1.3 mm continuum emis-
sion; contour step is 3 mJy/beam.

With a value ofα ' 2.7, the spectral index of the continuum
is fully consistent with thermal dust emission, mostly optically
thin.

2.2. 30-m data

In order to estimate the13CO column density inside the disk
and to assess confusion from molecular clouds, we observed
the 12COJ = 1→0 andJ = 2→1 lines, and the13COJ =
2→1 line with the 30-m telescope in August 1999. Two lines
were observed simultaneously using the dual frequency, dual
polarization receivers of the 30-m telescope. Total integration
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Fig. 3.Spectra of12CO and13COJ = 2→1 towards BP Tau. From top
to bottom: a)12COJ = 2→1 observed in frequency switch (thin spec-
trum) and wobbler switch (shaded spectrum); b)13COJ = 2→1 spec-
tra in frequency switch (thin spectrum) and wobbler switch (shaded
spectrum); c) superposition of the12COJ = 2→1 integrated spec-
trum from the PdB observations (grey shaded histogram with error
bars) and the wobbler switch12CO J = 2→ 1 spectrum obtained
with the 30-m (dark grey shaded histogram); d) superposition
of the 12COJ = 2→ 1 integrated spectrum from the PdB observa-
tions (grey shaded histogram with error bars) and the wobbler switch
13COJ = 2→1 spectrum obtained with the 30-m (dark grey shaded
histogram). Comparison between PdBI and 30-m data shows that
emission from the disk is free of confusion outside the velocity range
[5.9−8.9] km s−1 (which is given by the thin vertical lines).

times were 45 hours for the12COJ = 1→0 line, 33 hours for
the13COJ = 2→1 line and 13 hours for the12COJ = 2→1 line.
The last transition was observed to check the ability to detect

the BP Tau disk despite the confusion with the molecular cloud
along the line of sight.

We proceeded in two steps. We first took spectra in fre-
quency switching mode to measure the total intensities of the
lines. We then proceeded with long integrations in wobbler
switching (with an offset of 30′′) which removes the signal of
most of the surrounding material, because of the apparent rota-
tion of the reference beam on the sky. Results are presented in
Fig. 3 and in Table 2. The 30-m12COJ = 2→1 spectrum suffers
from confusion in the velocity range 6–9 km s−1, but the line
wings agree very well with the spectrum obtained from the in-
terferometric measurement (see Fig. 3). For the13COJ = 2→1,
where confusion is much more limited, there is no detectable
signal in the beam switch spectrum of the 30-m, except for two
weak narrow (0.5 km s−1) residual lines at the cloud veloci-
ties. In particular, in the blue wing of the BP Tau disk emis-
sion, where no confusion occurs, we only get a 3σ limit in
13COJ = 2→1 of 0.12 Jy km s−1.

2.3. Comparison of the PdB and 30-m observations

Comparison of the 30-m frequency switch and wobbler switch
spectra (Figs. 3a,b) clearly shows that BP Tau is embedded
in or lying in front of a molecular cloud. The cloud actually
has two velocity components, at 7.03 and 8.00 km s−1 respec-
tively. The measured antenna temperatures of the12COJ =
1→ 0 (2.35 K, not shown) andJ = 2→ 1 (1.35 K, see
Fig. 3a) indicate a low density medium with sub-thermal ex-
citation. The [12CO]/[13CO] line intensity ratios are 23 and
14 for both components, which, considering possible enhance-
ment of13CO abundance by fractionation effects, indicates es-
sentially optically thin12COJ = 2→1 emission (τ ≤ 1−2). The
13COJ = 2→1 line appears completely optically thin.

From the LVG curves of Goldsmith et al. (1983), we derive
an H2 density of∼2 × 103 cm−3, and anX[CO]/dV/dr of or-
der 10−6. Using the Taurus abundance for CO relative to H2,
7 × 10−5 (Cernicharo & Gu´elin 1987), and the line width of
0.7 km s−1, we find an H2 column density of 4× 1019 cm−2,
corresponding toAV ' 0.05. However, at such low extinctions,
CO is much less abundant. UsingX[CO] = 5 × 10−6 would
give AV ' 0.5, in agreement with the extinction measured by
Hartmann et al. (1998). The BP Tau disk could thus be equally
located behind one of the molecular clouds (or both), or in front
of them if the extinction is intrinsic to the disk.

Given the small cloud opacity in the12CO J = 2→1 line,
emission from the BP Tau disk, whose systemic velocity is
6.70± 0.05 km s−1, is free of any confusion at velocities out-
side the [5.9−8.9] km s−1 range (see Fig. 3). Between 5.9 and
8.9 km s−1, the appearance of the BP Tau disk in12CO could
be distorted by absorption by the molecular cloud. We have
checked that the apparent symmetry of the12CO J = 2→1 pro-
file (see Fig. 3) and images (see Fig. 1) obtained with the inter-
ferometer implies that absorption from any of the two velocity
component of the molecular cloud has an opacity less than 0.3,
and contaminates the emission at a level at most comparable to
the noise. Parameters derived from the interferometer data are
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Table 2.30-m data, line parameters.

7.0 km s−1 cloud
12CO Area VLSR Width Peak

K km s−1 km s−1 km s−1 K

J = 1→0 3.26± 0.02 7.02± 0.01 1.25± 0.01 2.34
J = 2→1 1.80± 0.05 7.00± 0.02 1.15± 0.03 1.36
13CO
J = 2→1 0.077± 0.009 [7.02] 0.95± 0.16 0.077

8.0 km s−1 cloud
12CO Area VLSR Width Peak

K km s−1 km s−1 km s−1 K

J = 1→0 1.02± 0.02 8.01± 0.01 0.57± 0.01 1.66
J = 2→1 0.63± 0.05 7.99± 0.02 0.65± 0.04 0.91
13CO
J = 2→1 0.045± 0.006 [8.00] 0.69± 0.11 0.069

Disk emission∗
13CO

Jy km s−1 km s−1 K
J = 2→1 <0.12 at 3σ − [3.5] −

∗ The 3σ upper limit on the integrated area in13CO J = 2→1 for the
disk is derived from the noise level using the12CO J = 2→1 linewidth
from the PdBI. Peak intensities are antenna temperaturesT∗A.

Table 3.Distance dependence of the parameters.

Variable Proportionality Value Unit

D ∝D 140 pc
T100 ∝Dq 52± 4 K
n100 ∝Ds 3.0× 107 ± 0.4× 107 cm−3

Rout ∝D 122± 10 AU
V100 ∝D0.5 3.35± 0.25 km s−1

M∗ ∝D 1.32±0.20
0.12 M�

thus essentially unbiased if the BP Tau disk is located behind
the molecular cloud.

3. Analysis of the PdBI data

Many of the parameters we derive from our analysis depend on
the radial extent of the disk, and hence the actual distance to
BP Tau. Table 3 provides the distance dependence of the mea-
sured disk parameters, and their value at the average distance
of the Taurus cluster, 140 pc (Kenyon et al. 1994).

To estimate the properties of the BP Tau disk, we used a
standard disk model (e.g. Pringle 1981) and theχ2 disk fit-
ting procedures described in Guilloteau & Dutrey (1998). The
CO analysis is performed on the data containing the continuum.

To model both the CO and the continuum data, we proceed
as follows. We performed aχ2 minimization on the CO data
and in a second step, we use the kinetic temperature derived
from the CO analysis to model the continuum data at 3.4 and
1.3 mm (both the CO and the dust emissions are mostly op-
tically thin and should trace the same region). In this way
we obtain an estimate of the H2 mass and the density. This

value is also used to determine the depletion factorf (CO) =
X[12CO]/XTMC1[12CO]. We then iterate the minimization with
these new parameters for the CO data and the continuum. The
results are given in Table 4.

The χ2 fitting procedure indicates that the radial depen-
dence of the velocity isr−(0.52±0.04), so the rotation is Keplerian.
The disk is found to be small, with an outer radius of 120 AU.
Although12CO usually allows direct determination of the disk
kinematics, and hence of the stellar mass (Guilloteau & Dutrey
1998; Simon et al. 2000), the analysis of the BP Tau disk is
complicated by a combination of two facts.

First, the12COJ = 2→1line appears only moderately op-
tically thick. For the best fit model, the peak optical depth of
the 12COJ = 2→ 1 line is only 3, and in most of the disk
(i.e. at radii greater than about 50 AU) the line remains op-
tically thin. Since in the optically thin regime and high tem-
perature limit, the line emission is proportional at first order
to Σ(r) × X(r)/Tk(r) (in the Rayleigh Jeans approximation,
with constant linewidth andX(r) being the molecular abun-
dance with respect to H2, see Dartois et al. 2003), the lim-
ited optical depth of12COJ = 2→1 line leads to a relatively
strong coupling between the kinetic temperature distribution
(Tk(r), q) and the CO molecular density (n(r) × X(r), s).

Second, the disk is small and only moderately resolved. In
such a case, there is a significant coupling between the bright-
ness temperature distribution and the outer radiusRout. Steeper
distributions can be compensated for by a larger radius; CO
being optically thin, the outer brightness distribution goes with
p − q, so that a steeper distribution means a lower value ofq.
A larger radius will require a higher disk inclination to main-
tain the same total line flux, and thus modify the derived stel-
lar mass through the derivation of thev sin(i), i parameters.
Unfortunately, this degeneracy is quite significant. Depending
on the assumption onq, we found through minimizations that
the stellar mass could vary between 1.3 and 0.6M� (for a dis-
tanceD = 140 pc) whenq varied from 0.5 to−0.1, correspond-
ing to inclinations varying between 28◦ and 43◦ respectively.
Assuming that the disk mid-plane and the star rotation axis are
perpendicular, the stellar period (Bouvier et al. 1986) and the
V sini of the star (Hartman et al. 1986) can give an upper limit
for the inclination angle,i ≤ 52o. This limit is consistent with
our data, but does not allow us to select between the two ex-
treme solutions.

This degeneracy is a significant limitation of the current
data. To avoid consequences of this problem for the other disk
parameters, we proceeded as follows. We fixedq = 0.3, which
was at all times the most positive value to be within 1σ of the
best fit in the (T100, q) χ2 plane.

Once q is fixed, the other couplings introduced by the
partial optical thickness of CO are illustrated in Fig. 4, which
displaysχ2 surfaces showing the coupling between the CO de-
pletion f (CO) andTk, and betweenTk andRout. Since both cou-
plings are relatively weak,Rout is well determined in all cases.

Starting from this value ofRout, we proceeded to per-
form 2-parameter minimizations, with the density law expo-
nent s fixed: (T100, f (CO)), (V sin(i), i), (dV, Rout), and fi-
nally (T100, Rout). The whole process was iterated several times
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Table 4. Best parameters for the BP Tau disk (COJ = 2→1 data and
continuum).

Assumed distance D (pc) = 140

Systemic velocity VLSR (km.s−1) = 6.71 ± 0.05
Orientation PA = 57 ±4◦

Inclination i = 28 ±2◦

Outer radius Rout (AU) = 122 ± 10
Turbulent linewidth ∆v (km s−1) = 0.3 ±0.1

Abundance & H2 density law: n(r) = n100( r
100AU)−s

12CO reference(a) X12
TMC1 = 7× 10−5 -

12CO abundance X(12CO) = 4.3× 10−7 ±0.4× 10−7

12CO depletion f (12CO)= 160 ±20
Density(b)

at 100 AU n100 (cm−3) = 3.0× 107 ±0.4× 107

exponent s= 3.0 ±0.2

Temperature law: T(r) = T100( r
100 AU)−q

Temperature(c)

at 100 AU T100 (K) = 52 ± 4
exponent q ' 0.0-0.5

assumed value q = 0.3

Velocity law: V(r) = V100( r
100 AU)−v

Velocity at 100 AU V100 (km s−1) = 3.35 ±0.25
Velocity exponent v = 0.52 ±0.04
Stellar mass M∗ ( M�) = 1.32 ±0.20

0.12

Surface density law:Σ(r) = Σ100( r
100 AU)−p

Surface Density(d)

at 100 AU Σ100 (cm−2) = 1.3× 1022 0.2× 1022

Σ100 (g cm−2) = 0.06 0.01
exponent p' 1.7 '0.2

Scale height law: H(r) = H100( r
100 AU)−h

Scale height
at 100 AU H100 (AU) = 17 -
exponent h ' 1.35 -

Dust: κν = κo × ( ν
1012 Hz

)β

Absorption law κo = 0.1
Dust exponent β = 0.70 ±0.05
Dust disk size Rd (AU) > 100

total mass Md ( M�) ∼ 1.2× 10−3

The errors are the 1σ formal errors from theχ2 fit.
(a) XTMC1, the12CO abundance in TMC 1 is taken from Cernicharo &
Guélin 1987.(b,c,d) The temperature is given forq = 0.3. The error on
the density and temperature do not take into account the coupling with
the temperature exponentq.
The CO abundance in the diskX(12CO) or the depletionf (12CO) =
X(12CO)/X12

TMC1 is obtained by reference to the total disk mass mea-
sured from the continuum data (dust).

to guarantee convergence. At each step, (T100, q) was checked
to verify thatq = 0.3 was within 1σ.

The above process does not allow a separation ofX(r) (or
f (CO)) fromΣ(r). We use the continuum emission from dust
to provide an independent measurement ofΣ(r). Dust emission
being optically thin at such wavelengths, the continuum is pro-
portional toκν×Σ(r)×Tk(r). Usingκν(ν) = 0.1(ν/1012 Hz)β (see
Beckwith et al. 1990), the measurements at 3.4 mm and 1.3 mm
allow us to constrainβ, and thusκν. SinceTk(r) has been mea-
sured from the CO emission,Σ(r) is determined. The dust emis-
sion also directly constrainsp+q (see Pietu et al. 2003). We find
p+q = 1.8±0.1. Since the density exponent iss= p+1.5−q/2,
this value is in agreement with (but more accurate than) that
derived from the measurement ofs andq from 12CO, which
corresponds top+ q = s− 1.5+ 3q/2 ' 2.2± 0.4.

Sinceq is rather poorly constrained,p ranges fromp ' 1.2
(for q ' 0.6 as in DM Tau or GM Aur Guilloteau & Dutrey
1998; Dutrey et al. 1998), top ' 1.5 for our assumed value of
q = 0.3. The total mass derived from the nominal best model is
1.2× 10−3 M�, and the surface density at 100 AU 0.06 g cm−2

(of dust and gas).

4. Discussion

In this section, we first present the new stellar mass estimate
and then we discuss the physical parameters of this disk, with
respect to the limitation of the data, and compare them to the
properties of disk encountered around other single CTTs such
as DM Tau (Guilloteau & Dutrey 1998) or GM Aur (Dutrey
et al. 1998).

4.1. The CO dynamical mass estimate

The estimate for the mass of BP Tau that we determine,
M∗ = 1.32 ±0.20

0.12 M� (Table 3), at the 140 pc fiducial dis-
tance, is consistent with our earlier estimate, 1.24 ±0.32

0.25 M�
(SDG). However, these error bars do not include the coupling
with other parameters. The coupling betweenq andRout will
result in lower values forM∗ for smallerq, and higher val-
ues for largerq. For q = −0.1, the derived mass becomes
M∗ = 0.60± 0.06 M�.

Figure 5 shows these two extreme values of BP Tau’s
distance-independent parameterL/M2∗ plotted on a modified H-
R diagram in the same format as in Fig. 3 of SDG. We use es-
timates of BP Tau’s luminosity, 0.93L�, and spectral type, K7,
from Gullbring et al. (1998), as before. TheL/M2 value lies
between D’Antona & Mazzitelli’s (1997) tracks for 0.5 and
0.6 M� stars, on the 0.8M� track of Baraffe et al. (1998),
and similarly for the tracks calculated by Palla & Stahler (1999)
and Siess et al. (2000). Our mass uncertainty rather affects
the distance and the age determination, since the dynamical
mass obtained by our technique scales linearly with distance
(Table 3). UsingM∗ = 0.8 from the evolutionary tracks, the
distance derived from the dynamical mass is 90± 20 pc for
q = 0.3, but becomes larger for smaller values ofq. This is
a hint of, but not a strong argument for, a distance somewhat
closer than 140 pc (e.g. Favata et al. 1998, and see also Bertout
et al. 1999).
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Fig. 4. χ2 surfaces for pairs of parameters. Contours are spaced by 1σ, with the 3σ and 6σ contours in thick lines. The 3 curves on panelb)
correspond to stellar masses of 0.96, 1.32 and 1.92M�, corresponding to±3σ on the stellar mass determination.

It is worth stressing that all the other sources in the SDG
sample possess optically thick CO disks that are much larger
and brighter, so their outer radius, temperature law (q), inclina-
tion and hence stellar masses are quite reliably determined.

4.2. Disk properties

The BP Tau disk differs from all the other disks imaged in12CO
so far in two main aspects: 1) both CO and dust emissions are
very compact, and 2) the data itself, as we argue in Sect. 2.3,
shows that the CO is optically thin. Because of the latter point,
the radial profiles of density and temperature are coupled and
the analysis is complicated by the small angular size of the disk.

4.2.1. Optically thin CO emission

The low optical depth may be demonstrated by either 1) com-
paring the disk mass derived from the upper limit in13CO J =
2→1 from the 30-m telescope and the flux density at 1.3 mm or
2) using the physical disk model derived from the12CO inter-
ferometric data.

For the first calculation, we take the flux densities given
in Tables 2 and 4. We assume the13CO abundance found in
TMC1 (X13

TMC1 = 10−6) and a standard dust absorption coef-
ficient with a gas-to-dust ratio of 100 (Beckwith et al. 1990,
see also Table 3). The kinetic temperature is derived from the
CO model: we useTrot = 60 K as a mean value throughout the
disk. A lower limit on the depletion factorf (CO) is to a first
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Fig. 5. The location of BP Tau in the (L/M2 vs.Teff) diagram using the two extreme dynamical mass determinations in this work (forq = −0.1
(filled circle) andq = 0.3 (open circle)). The theoretical evolutionary tracks are presented in the same way as in Fig. 3 of SDG.Upper left-hand
panel:Tracks calculated by d’Antona & Mazzitelli (1997) for stars of mass 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, and 1.2M�; the dots
indicate ages 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, and 10 Myr.Upper right-hand panel:Same but for tracks calculated by Baraffe et al. (1998); the dots indicate ages 2,
3, 5, 7, and 10 Myr.Lower left:Same but for calculations by Palla & Stahler (1999) for stars of mass 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, and 1.2M� at
indicated ages 1, 2, 3, 5, and 10 Myr.Lower right: Same for calculations by Siess et al. (2000) for the same masses and ages as in the upper
left.

order given by the ratio of the H2 mass estimates derived from
the thermal dust emission and the13CO J = 2→1 line.

The mass derived from13CO J = 2→ 1, M13(H2) is gi-
ven by:

M13(H2) =

∫
S13.dv

2kTrot

(c
ν

)2
× D2

κν
M� (1)

with κν the absorption coefficient for the transitionJ + 1→ J:

κν =
8π3µ2

3hdv

(
e
−hνoJ.(J+1)

2kTrot − e
−hνo(J+1)(J+2)

2kTrot

)

Z

× (J + 1)
mwm(H2)

XTMC1(13CO). (2)

Whereνo = ν1→0, dv = 1 km s−1, mw is the mean molecular
weight (mw = 1.3) andZ the partition function (Z = 23 for
Trot = 60 K). For the13CO J = 2→1 transition we getκν =
4.7 cm2 g−1 and the total disk mass is equal toM13(H2) = 2.7×
10−5 M�. This leads to a lower limit onf (13CO)∼ 50.

Alternatively, we can also obtain this result using the physi-
cal disk model derived from the12CO interferometric data. The
30-m13CO line flux from the disk is less than 0.12 Jy km s−1

(at 3σ). The best disk model derived from the12CO data pre-
dicts a flux of 0.025 Jy km s−1 in 13CO J = 2→1. Hence, the
13CO J = 2→1 data constrains the CO depletionf (13CO) to
be higher thanf (12CO)/(0.12/0.025)= 40 (f (12CO) is given
in Table 4).

Using the same method for DM Tau,f (CO) is found
around 10 by Dartois et al. (2003). Moreover, contrary to
BP Tau, the12CO J = 2→1 emission in the DM Tau disk
is strongly optically thick.

4.2.2. Density distribution

In the modelling, the total disk mass, the CO depletion factor
and thereforen100 the density at 100 AU are derived from the
fit of the continuum data (Sect. 3 and Table 4). First of all, the
continuum fit at 3.4 and 1.3 mm reveals that the dust spectral
indexβ has a value of 0.70± 0.05, somewhat smaller than the
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average found for other T Tauri disks (β = 0.95± 0.11, Dutrey
et al. 1996). The disk mass is relatively low (∼1.2× 10−3 M�).
This low value is a result of a lower density, rather than of
the small size of the disk. Surface density laws have been es-
timated in some disks from the optically thin dust emission by
Dutrey et al. (1996), whose results suggest that the dust distri-
bution follows shallow surface density laws withp ' 1−1.5
and typical values forΣ100 around 5× 1023 cm−2. Compared
to these disks (most of them also possess large CO disks),Σ100

in BP Tau is significantly lower, by a factor 40, but the surface
density exponent is similar (p ' 1.2−1.5).

4.2.3. Temperature distribution

Taking q = 0.3 as the most probable value, the temperature
at 100 AU is T100 = 52 K. However, the rather large un-
certainty onq allows T100 to vary from 35 (forq = 0.5) to
>100 K (for q < 0) (see Fig. 4). It is possible in special
cases to haveq < 0 around the disk mid-plane (e.g. Fig. 3
from D’Alessio et al. 1999). However, since the COJ = 2−1
emission is optically thin, it samples the whole disk, and mea-
sures a (vertically) averaged temperature gradient, for whichq
is unlikely to be negative. Marginally lower temperatures can
be obtained by allowing the depletionf (CO) to be≤150 (see
Fig. 4). This is somewhat hot for a K7 star: the expected black-
body temperature at 100 AU would be only 26–38 K, depend-
ing on the assumed disk flaring. The same analysis performed
on the CO disks of the K 7 star GM Aur (Dutrey et al. 1998)
or the M 1 star DM Tau (Guilloteau & Dutrey 1998) provide
Tk(r) ' 30× (r/100 AU)−0.65 K, as expected for flared passive
disks heated by the central stars. In typical disks, because of
the opacity of the CO line,T100 is representative of a region
located at about 2–4 scale heights above the disk mid-plane
(Dartois et al. 2003), and the temperature in the disk plane is
lower ('13 K from Dartois et al. 2003, see also d’Alessio et al.
1999). In BP Tau where the CO emission is partly optically
thin, T100 is closer to an average value throughout the disk ver-
tical structure. The BP Tau disk thus appears hotter than the
others.

Neither the viscous heating, which may only be efficient
within the 10–20 central AU, nor the differences in stellar lu-
minosities between BP Tau (0.93 L�) and GM Aur (0.74 L�,
SDG) are enough to explain such a value forT100. It is more
likely due to a combination of several effects linked to the low
angular resolution which complicates the CO analysis and does
not allow us to provide accurate estimates ofq (see Sect. 3).
However, it also might be partly related to the lower disk mass
of BP Tau, and to active grain growth. If the dust opacity in
the visible and near IR is much smaller in BP Tau than either
in GM Aur and DM Tau, because of the lower disk mass and
perhaps also because of different grain properties, it is possible
that the “superheated” layer (Chiang & Goldreich 1997) occu-
pies a significant fraction of the disk for BP Tau. In the extreme
limit whereτV ' 1, and withτIR � τV, the whole disk could
be heated above the blackbody temperature.

To do so, only a tiny fraction of small grains should
still be in the disk. Small grains ofa ' 0.1 µm have

κV ≈ 4 × 104 cm2 g−1 (for dust only, Chiang & Goldreich
1997). AssumingΣdust(r) = Σ0d(r/100 AU)−1.5, an opacity
τV(100 AU) = 1 at the disk plane is reached forΣ0d =

5× 10−5 g cm−2 (of small grains), which corresponds to a mass
of small grains around 8× 10−7 M�. Since the total dust mass
derived from mm continuum emission is'1.2× 10−5 M�, the
fraction of small grains should not exceed 6× 10−2.

Unfortunately, imaging such an optically thin disk requires
a very high sensitivity and is probably out of the possibilities
of current adaptive optics systems on large telescopes. Detailed
modelling of the BP Tau SED in the Visible and in the NIR may
confirm or not our hypothesis.

4.3. A clearing disk?

Our analysis shows that the CO disk of BP Tau differs from
the large CO and dust disks previously studied by mm interfer-
ometry. This is somewhat surprising because BP Tau presents
in the optical and infrared all the characteristics of a CTTs, in-
cluding a relatively strong accretion rate. At mm wavelengths,
the BP Tau disk can be considered as atypical for the main fol-
lowing reasons:

1. its CO and dust disk is small and faint;
2. the12CO J = 2→1 transition is optically thin;
3. with respect to the dust, CO is depleted by a large factor.

Points 1 and 2 are important with respect to the sensitivity of
current mm arrays. The detection of the CO disk of BP Tau
took about 25 hours of integration time compared to 4 hours for
a “standard” large CO disk. Interferometers now in operation
(and a fortiori large single-dish telescopes) may fail to detect
most of such disks.

Concerning point 3, we assume a gas-to-dust ratio of 100,
as usually made in these kinds of studies. With a lower gas-to-
dust ratio, the CO depletion should be accordingly less impor-
tant with respect to H2. H2 itself could be depleted with respect
to the dust but we cannot determine this without a direct de-
tection of H2. The dust absorption coefficient remains also an-
other possible source of uncertainty. Nevertheless, the CO de-
pletion factor we have derived is significantly higher than in
other TTauri disks. The low CO abundance may actually be
a consequence of higher photodissociation resulting from the
low H2 surface density. It cannot be due to condensation of CO
on dust grains, since the mean temperature is higher than 50 K,
well above the CO freezing temperature (17 K).

All these points argue in favor of a disk which has started
to clear a significant fraction of its primary gas and dust. This
statement is reinforced by the relatively high temperature of the
disk, which might be explained by lower opacities of the dust
in the visible and in the near infrared. It is interesting to note
that the only other known disk with similarouter diskproper-
ties (small outer radius and small mm flux) has been discovered
around V 836 Tau, an object presenting all the characteristics
of being in the stage ofinner diskdissipation from the optical
data (Duvert et al. 2000). The BP Tau disk is however differ-
ent because it still has a very active inner disk. This suggests
that inner and outer disks may not begin to dissipate simulta-
neously. Finally, the CO content of BP Tau cannot result from
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evaporation of proto-comets. Large active comets such as Hale-
Bopp contain about 1036 evaporated CO molecules (Biver et al.
1999). Since the BP Tau disk mass is 1.2 × 10−3 M� and the
CO abundance 3.7 × 10−7, the disk contains about 2× 1047

CO molecules. Thus a few times 1011 large comets like Hale
Bopp would be required. Therefore the CO gas must be the
remnant of the primordial nebula.

5. Summary

Using the standard method we used to study Class II proto-
planetary disks, we have analyzed the12CO J = 2→1 and
continuum observations at 3.4 and 1.3 mm of BP Tau. We find
that:

– BP Tau is surrounded by a compact (Rout ' 120 AU) dust
and gas disk.

– The disk exhibits direct evidence for Keplerian rotation,
around a star of massM∗ = (1.3± 0.2)(D/140 pc)M�.

– The12CO J = 2→1 line appears only marginally optically
thick.

– The temperature is relatively high, about 50 K at 100 AU.
– The mm continuum emission is consistent with the thermal

emission from circumstellar dust with an emissivity index
β ' 0.7, with a disk mass about 1.2× 10−3 M�.

– Assuming a gas-to-dust ratio of 100, the CO appears to be
depleted by a factor of order 150 with respect to H2.

The unusual properties of the circumstellar disk suggest that
BP Tau may be a transient object, in the process of clearing its
disk. This object might belong to a class of intermediate disks
between Class II and Class III that we fail to detect today due
to the lack of sensitivity of mm arrays.

Only ALMA has the potential to enable systematic surveys
of such objects around stars having a continuum flux at 1.3 mm
of orderSν ∼ 30−50 mJy or less.
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